visually rich and

thematically ambitious,

superbly
acted
sophisticated visual st yle

...

.

impressive
cast…

The Huffington Post

“dynamic, vivid, well-acted…dramatic and visual…

“epic…magnificent…Kidman’s best work in years, smart,
brassy, funny, sexy and tough. She brings her A-game…
stunning technical masters doing bravura work…” Chicago Sun-Times.com

Kaufman energetically directs…cracklingly smart dialogue…
Kidman is terrific…she rivets one’s attention…rich and
resplendent…evocative…” The Hollywood Reporter.com

“director Philip Kaufman has the right
stuff …[Owen] delivers a rousing, scary performance...enjoyable...”

“magnificent…triumphant…” San Francisco Examiner
luminous and masterful…You can’t take your eyes off her...her
performance is so compellingly dominant…Kaufman pulls
out all the stops…irresistible force…” San Francisco Chronicle

“A-…screenwriters Jerry Stahl and Barbara
Turner pull it off…Clive Owen, in a beautifully
controlled turn…” Entertainment Weekly
“charismatic Clive Owen…intoxicating…The star power
is formidable…pungent script...” TV Guide

“mastery “

“great performances by Owen and Kidman…

it’s really great to see [Owen] firing on all cylinders in a project
worthy of his talents…” Indiewire.com

“[Kidman] gives an Emmy ®-worthy performance…a showcase,
her finest performance since 2003’s ‘Cold Mountain.’”
Minneapolis Star-Tribune.com

“

Kidman and Owen bring

real pathos

power...

newsweek

“Kidman is a certain Emmy ® nominee and probable winner…
she’s the one who steels and steals this picture…HBO again
deserves credit for getting this intelligent material on-screen…”
TV Worth Watching.com

Clive Owen

portrays with panache…

Nicole Kidman’s

rich

“

The Boston Globe

and

“Kidman gives a spot-on performance…” Slate.com

finely tuned performance…

“Kidman…Owen…definitely have chemistry…epic…The great
Walter Murch handled editing duties, and it shows.”

“

THE Orlando Sentinel

“

“grand, sexy…all of [the cast] are great…[Kidman] is both

…

vibrantly smart, sensual...

Associated Press

impressively
, ambitious…

Wall Street Journal

“Wonderful…magnificent…Clive Owen and Nicole Kidman…attack
their roles with a hearty bravura…all the passion and
intelligence that went into shaping their performances is on
the screen…Owen is wonderful… Kaufman…directs here with a verve
and snap...” The Daily Beast
“stylish and compelling...” New York Daily News.com

“smart and sexy …voluptuous yet controlled… magnetism

is front-and-center…Kidman’s sharpest, most natural work in any
major role…Stirring images and imaginative transitions…They don’t
make them like this anymore.” Vulture.com/NY Magazine.com

“a surefire Emmy® contender...” Deadline Hollywood.com
“The script, by Barbara Turner and Jerry Stahl, is competently
researched and generously peppered with quotes recognizable
to any Gellhorn and/or Hemingway buff…The acting is uniformly
on-the-mark...with passion and chemistry to spare.”
Mother Jones.com
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